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diums today have made deeper brand-
customer engagement critical. Ironi-
cally, they have even made it much 
harder. There might come a time 
when more may actually count for 
less in traditional advertising. Till 
about a few months back, social me-
dia was a rage. Everyone was excited 
about the opportunities that platforms 
like Facebook, Twitter, et al prom-
ised. But with the Facebook IPO in 
doldrums, things have changed. 
Ramesh Rao, McDermott Professor of 
Finance, McCombs School of Business 
at the University of Texas points out, 
“Right now, the marketing field is do-
ing a lot of soul searching. Articles 
are being written about marketers 
losing accountability and not thinking 
like businessmen and not making ar-
guments that take into account cost 
and benefits to shareholders.” Fur-
ther, advertisers also realise that Fa-
cebook will not be flexible in terms of 
how they want to use it. They have 
standard packages to pick and choose 
from. Just before Facebook made its 
IPO debut, GM closed its $30 million 
account with the website citing con-
cerns over the effectiveness of ad 
formats on Facebook. What was con-
sidered the future of advertising a few 
months back is slowly turning out to 
be a database of a billion people no 
one knows what to do with. 

Even the consumer has changed. 
Instead of sitting in front of a TV, they 
are now spending more and more 
time with devices. For all the hoopla 
surrounding mobile advertising, it’s 
still difficult to get a consumer’s at-

tention on a relatively small screen 
– even if it’s a tablet. Traditional me-
diums like television, radio and print 
cannot be used as strategic tools for 
promoting products and increasing 
sales. They are increasingly a chan-
nel through which a brand affirms 

and reaffirms its existence in the 
market. In order to truly connect with 
the present day discerning customer, 
companies need to go back to their 
drawing boards and reconsider their 
objectives and plans. BTL was always 
around, but it has never been more 
important than it is today. 

There are various other mediums 
that are acting as new age BTL plat-
forms, which hold the potential of 
helping marketers leverage their ex-
isting budgets. Take virtual worlds 
for instance – computer-based stim-
ulated  worlds where people interact 
with each other, build cities, work and 
live parallel to their original lives. All 
this is done by taking the form of an 
avatar. According to a paper submit-
ted by Betsy Book at Miami Univer-
sity in Oxford titled Advertising and 
branding in social virtual worlds, 
“Brands and ads created by a virtual 
world’s owners and members are 
currently the most common examples 

marketing guru prof. philip kotler believes that marketers need to 
do more than just sell products; they need to have a positive 

impact on society as well 

BTL continues to command a lions share of the marketing budget in the US
uS AdvertiSing & mArketing Spending (by ShAre )
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dutainment is not 
what I generally fol-
low as a journalist. So 
when I got a call from 
KidZania (a family en-
tertainment theme 
park business founded 

by Mexican entrepreneur Xavier Ló-
pez Ancona) asking me if I would be 
interested in flying over to Dubai and 
visit their theme park, it didn’t elicit 
the most enthusiastic of responses. 
But I eventually decided to give it a 
shot, unaware that I was in for some 
personal edutainment too. 

KidZania’s India CMO, Viraj Jit 
Singh joined us there and briefed us 
about the entire visit. He sounded 
really excited when he exclaimed, 
“We’re changing the very concept of 
edutainment”. Once at the gate of the 
theme park I was almost shocked to 
see a scaled down Emirates Airbus 
greeting us. The counter where the 

tickets were to be purchased was an 
immigration counter. And by the 
looks of it, the tickets were being 
sold by real Emirates employees, 
complete with dress code and man-
nerisms. The campus was full of es-
tablishment ranging from a proper 
functioning government, currency, 
universities, banks, restaurants, me-
dia houses, et al. It was a city replica 
run by children aged 4-14 years. 
Once inside, the children had the op-
portunity to either spend the local 
park currency ‘KidZos’ or find them-
selves a job and earn some money. 
In case they were looking for better 
paying jobs, they could simply attend 
a University course (15 minute dura-
tion), and get them. 

While it’s a great destination to 
take your kids, the noteworthy as-
pect from the marketing perspective 
is the presence of some of the world’s 
most admired brands inside the 

campus. Each establishment was 
represented by its real life brand 
counterpart. The park had McDon-
ald’s, Britannia (a bakery), Sony (ed-
iting studio), HP, Swatch, HSBC – the 
list is long. Viraj explained that Kid-
Zania is about educating, empower-
ing and entertaining children through 
‘role play’ and brands happen to be 
a key component of their model as it 
makes the entire exercise more re-
alistic & life-like. He adds, “We work 
in conjunction with industry partners 
to build realism in the experience, 
making it authentic, immersive and 
rewarding for kids.” Marketers have 
always struggled with advertising to 
kids, which is deemed unethical. But 
this is an obvious exception. It takes 
brands closer to future consumers 
and is a win-win proposition.

The unprecedented proliferation of 
brands, fragmentation of customers 
and convergence of advertising me-

Consumers are now not only looking for products and services that 
satisfy their needs but also searching for experiences.

- Prof. Philip Kotler, Marketing Guru

Retailers need to move beyond just ‘advertising’, and an engagement-
based, cross-media consumption can facilitate that shift.   

- Robert Passikoff, Founder and President of Brand Keys Inc.

- By Amir Moin
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Hot Wheels line of toys, Mattel col-
laborated with US-based advertising 
agency Mistress to create a larger 
than life double loop track for the X 
Games in Los Angeles. Hot Wheels 
used real cars with professional stunt 
men to drive through the loop creat-
ing a world record. 

India is no exception and BTL now 
forms an important part of a mar-
keter’s overall strategy. This is sup-
ported by the emergence of non-tra-
ditional and specialist agencies. 
Brand promotion agencies, digital 
agencies and design workshops are 
now competing with mainstream 
agencies. Chances are that you as a 
consumer might have suddenly ob-
served a spike in branding activities 
that attempt to engage you. LG Elec-
tronics India now spends almost 60% 
of its advertising budget on BTL acti-
vations – 25% more than what it 
spent three years back. The company 
has recently started showcasing its 
products by taking them to house-
holds instead of waiting for custom-
ers to walk into retail outlets. In 
South India, LG Electronics has even 
redesigned the interior of a bus in the 
form of an apartment equipped with 

the best of LG products. As you must 
be aware, Pepsi had changed its focus 
from cricket to football. In order to 
ensure that its customers could re-
late with this new brand positioning, 
it organised 20 minute soccer games 
called ‘T-20 football’ in regular resi-
dential colonies. Coca-Cola extended 
its proposition of ‘Open Happiness’ 
in Lucknow by sending out a truck 
across the city, which gave away free 
Coke and goodies. Dabur and Parle 
have taken to a more incremental 

BTL approach. While Dabur organ-
ises rural beauty and talent contests 
where in rural women are groomed 
by Dabur experts, Parle is now in its 
6th year of organising a nine day long 
Navratri festival in Andhra Pradesh, 
Tamil Nadu and Karnataka. In an 
exclusive conversation with T2C, 
Vijay Singh, MD, 141 Sercon, shares, 
“Considering the ongoing growth in 
BTL marketing, you’ll soon see these 
activities playing a sizeable role in 
the marketing strategies of various 
brands instead of complementing 
ATL from the sidelines.”

As brands, you can no longer afford 
to funnel down a message and wait 
for consumers to respond. Marketers 
need to keep their eyes open towards 
all relevant touchpoints. While dis-
cussing KidZania, marketing guru Dr. 
Philip Kotler, the S.C. Johnson & Son 
Distinguished Professor of Interna-
tional Marketing at the Northwestern 
University’s Kellogg Graduate School 
of Management says, “Companies 
have to do more than just make prod-
ucts and make money; they must also 
have an impact on society. KidZania 
allows them to manage the world bet-
ter. This platform is the best example 
of a marketing 3.0 company.” To tru-
ly succeed, top management needs 
to create Marketing 3.0 brands – 
brands which not only deliver supe-
rior performance & establish emo-
tional connect but also recognise the 
human spirit and element in their ap-
proach. And the reformed avatar of 
BTL seems to be the solution they are 
looking for. 

mattel executed a btl activation at this year’s x games in los angeles, which also gave 
parents a chance to experience the thrill of hot wheels

Share of BTL marketing will increase significantly compared to other channels
globAl mediA growth (2012-13)

Source:  Carat, March 2012 *Figures in percentage
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of advertising and branding in these 
spaces. Recently, real offline brands 
have also begun to appear in vir-
tual worlds.” 

The Sims is a popular game devel-
oped by Electronic Arts (EA Games). 
It’s available on almost all consoles 
and online as well. For some of its 
games, EA gives out a special pack-
age of furniture (in a disk or on the 
Internet). This furniture can be used 
by gamers to decorate their house 
inside the game. The interesting bit 
is that it’s IKEA furniture and has 
been made available by a special 
agreement that EA Games has with 
IKEA. Similarly, Swedish apparel 
major H&M provides branded 
clothes in the game. As per statis-
tics from DFC Intelligence, the in-
game advertising market will be 
worth $7.2 billion by 2016. DFC’s 
lead analyst Michael Goodman is 
disappointed because despite the 
numbers and growth, “advertisers 
continue to underutilise video 
games as an advertising vehicle.” In 
2008, Stuart Barnes (Norwich Busi-
ness School) & Jan Mattsson (Risk-
ilde University) undertook a study 
titled Brand value in virtual worlds: 
An Axiological approach, to deter-
mine the state of marketing online. 
Around 72% were “disappointed 
with brand activities of companies 
in Second Life,” 42% cited lack of 
commitment & only 7% suggested 
positive brand influence.

Actually, there are innumerable 
ways in which you can approach ex-

isting touchpoints even in the real 
world. Fantastic Snacks is an Austra-
lian company that sells a wide variety 
of snacks including Delites – a crinkle 
cut rice snack seasoned with gourmet 
spices. The company wanted to en-
gage with its customers in a non-in-
timidating manner. BBDO created a 
vending machine called Delite-o-
Matic for them. A software was load-
ed, which would control the machine 
and its commands. The vending ma-
chine was left in a crowded market. 
The screen read “Free Fantastic Del-
ites, Push button 100X.” The machine 
then increased the number of times 

the button had to be pressed by100 
every time someone wanted a snack. 
After reaching the 5000 limit, the 
machine started making weird re-
quests like, “Kneel down on the 
ground, raise your arms above your 
head, bow to the almighty one.” A 
camera installed on the front was 
recording the activity and distribut-
ing the snack. People enjoyed the ex-
perience and word of mouth spread. 

In another instance, Mini – one of 
the world’s most aspirational auto-
mobile brands – wanted to increase 
the sales of its cars in France. It had 
limited retail outlets and setting up 
new ones would cost it a fortune due 
to the high price of real estate. In-
stead, Mini partnered with DDB Par-
is to create a unique BTL project. The 
agency converted a total of 10 Mini 
cars into Mini stores. A signage was 
mounted on top of each car indicating 
that it was a store. These cars were 
then driven throughout the city from 
9AM to 6PM. They would pick up com-
muters waiting for taxis and drop 
them to their destination. The cars 
were driven by highly trained Mini 
sales representatives who would 
guide the passengers through the 
Mini proposition; even giving them an 
opportunity to test drive. The location 
where these cars parked was con-
verted into a Mini experience zone – 
all at the cost of a parking ticket! The 
BTL project took off in Paris and was 
later replicated across different cities 
in France. In order to create excite-
ment in the parent community for its 

xavier lópez ancona is the brain behind 
kidzania. his theme park gives marketers 

an opportunity to leverage a new means 
of engaging with the future consumers 

of the world

BTL advertising spend has grown by 5.6% in 2011 vis-à-vis 2010
btl AdvertiSing Spend (2011)

Within the ATL category, spend on outdoor activations (BTL) has grown by 5%
Atl AdvertiSing Spend (2011)
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concept. This is why it is so important 
for us to find the right brand partners 
who acknowledge the current gap in 
the edutainment space, understand 
the importance of preparing kids for 
the real world, and believe in our phi-
losophy of education and self develop-
ment through role play. The format for 
KidZania is the same across all cen-
tres. However, certain aspects are 
adapted to take consider local cul-
tures. We work very closely with the 
global team based in Mexico to ensure 
adherence to quality standards.
 
The marketplace is extremely clut-
tered. The unprecedented prolifer-
ation of brands has made it nearly 
impossible for a brand to make a 
lasting impression. How can below 
the line marketing strategies help 
brands leverage their already lim-
ited resources and budgets?
Because of the cluttered marketplace, 
brands need to be extremely strate-
gic and particular about how they 
spend their money so as to make a 
lasting impression. We have already 
seen leaders shift their focus to inno-
vative and experiential marketing 
which has worked very well for them. 
Brands are on the lookout for such 
opportunities as they know the re-
sulting benefits. It has been rightly 
said that one should never underesti-
mate the power of role play. KidZania 
is not just a unique marketing oppor-
tunity; it is an ‘experiential’ one. A fa-
mous Chinese proverb says “Tell me 
and I forget; show me and I remem-
ber; involve me and I understand”. 
That’s what brands are able to do at 
KidZania. At KidZania, kids interact 
with brands at all levels in a seam-
lessly comprehensive way. Kids don’t 
just hear and play or consume a 
product or brand. It is all about the 
experience at KidZania, and the chil-
dren can build, smell create, exam-
ine, prepare, design, paint, drink, de-
liver, buy, sell and even eat brands. 
KidZania brings brands to life and 
brands add authenticity to the experi-
ence. With the target audience fully 
participating in a “brand experience”, 
they will have a better understanding 
of the company, its products and the 
type of experience they will receive 
with this partnership.  

COVER STORY

“KidZania is an 
experiential marketing 
opportunity”

KIDZANIA

Your’s is a really interesting business 
concept, one which is unheard-of. For 
the convenience of our readers, can 
you please explain what the KidZania 
proposition is all about?
KidZania was founded in Mexico City in 
1997 by a young entrepreneur, Xavier Ló-
pez Ancona, who dreamt of creating a 
place where kids could have fun while en-
joying real-life experiences. The first park 
opened in 1999 to great reviews and be-
came a land mark in Mexico City. KidZania 
has since evolved to become the world’s 
fastest growing edutainment brand, with 
11 centres across the world. By 2014, Kid-
Zania will be operational in 20 countries, 
including Mumbai, which will open in early 
summer 2013. KidZania provides children 
a safe, unique, and very realistic educa-
tional environment that engages kids be-
tween 4 to 14 years in real life role-play 
experiences. KidZania is an indoor theme 
park spread across 75,000 sq. ft. It emu-
lates the workings of a real city and is built 
to scale for children. Complete with build-
ings, paved streets, vehicles and recognis-
able role-playing destinations in the form 
of “establishments”, it offer kids more than 
70+ role-playing options in its 55+ estab-
lishments. Just like in the real world, the 

kids arrive through the airport and explore 
the city. KidZania has its own functioning 
economy and currency (KidZos). As in the 
real world, children perform “jobs” and are 
either paid for their work (as a fireman, 
doctor, police officer, journalist, chef, etc.) 
or pay to receive certain services. Kids can 
deposit KidZos in their bank account, earn 
interest and use it for subsequent visits.
 
KidZania has turned the concept of 
edutainment over its head and merged 
elements of education, entertainment 
and CSR on one hand while providing 
an incremental marketing platform for 
brands on the other hand. What are the 
challenges of executing such an intri-
cate yet thoughtful blend of ideas?
Yes, I certainly think that the KidZania 
proposition is a game changer, with the 
perfect mix of education, entertainment, 
CSR, and marketing. It was conceptualised 
after carefully considering how all aspects 
would be blend so that they work together 
rather than any one aspect overshadowing 
the other. We don’t want it to be dogmatic 
and less fun, or just entertainment with no 
learning. Also we don’t want it to be a 
showcase or exhibition of brands, but a 
seamless integration of brands within the 

Prior to joining KidZania, Viraj Jit Singh headed integrated sales 
at Reliance Media World and Viacom 18 Live. In his capacity as the 
CMO of KidZania India, he is responsible for devising the company’s 
strategy with respect to branding and partnership. In this exclusive 
conversation with T2C’s Amir Moin, he gives a sneak peak into the 
world of KidZania and what it offers to marketers

   Brands need to be extremely strategic and 
particular about how they spend their money 
so as to make a lasting impression
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ativity. Clients don’t want to spend 
money for zero percent growth. In 
a market like India, if your brand 
isn’t growing at 15-20%, chances 
are that you have a piece of enter-
tainment and not advertising. If an 
advertiser misses out on the first 
two factors, you may have a fan-
tastic piece of entertainment, but 
the result would be something that 
would be regretted.

A lot of advertising reports con-
sider social media as an exten-
sion of below-the-line market-
ing. So if one considers the In-
dian market, how important is 
it for brands to invest in social 
media marketing? 
Look, social media can be consid-
ered an extension of below-the-
line advertising only if you have a 
robust infrastructure in the mar-
ket which facilitates the penetra-
tion of Internet. Second thing that 
you need to consider is, irrespec-
tive of penetration, what are peo-
ple using the Internet for. It de-
pends on who you are eventually 
targeting. If your target audience 
is the top 50% people in the coun-
try (in terms of literacy and afflu-
ence), then social media is very 
powerful. If you are addressing the 
middle class market, which has 
limited access to the Internet the 
way we know it but are far more 
into mobile, mobile ringtones, in-
stant messaging, et al, then mobile 
marketing is what would work. If 
you are selling a mass detergent 
like Nirma or something like mo-
torcycles, then mobile marketing 
becomes relatively more impor-
tant than social media. You need 
to really understand the media 
habits of consumers and plan ac-
cordingly. If you are selling cars, 
premium skin care products or 
Anna’s movement, then social me-
dia is very important.   

   When your campaign is great, it can 
be converted in to an integrated and 
cross media campaign

leads to the generation of con-
tent and properties. And con-
tent is what consumers abso-
lutely love. A brand like Thums 
Up has been thriving despite 
having a marketing budget 
which is a fraction of the budget 
allocated to rival cola brands. 
 
Over the past few years, a lot 
of marketers have shifted 
their focus from plain and 
simple advertising to engage-
ment and entertainment for 

consumers. Although 
that’s the right thing to 
do, but it doesn’t neces-
sarily work out always 
does it?
Engaging consumers is 
very important. So it’s 
true that the focus has 
shifted to entertaining. 
But the opposite is al-
so true because that’s 
not what a marketer 
is really supposed to 
do. There are many 
examples of cam-
paigns that are 
supposedly popular 
but have done 
nothing in terms 
of results for cli-
ents. I call them 
examples of 
zero percent 
growth and 
brilliant cre-

COVER STORY

Arvind Sharma, Chairman & CEO, Leo Burnett – India 
Subcontinent, shares with T2C’s Amir Moin the state of 
the Indian market and what all brands need to consider 
to execute a great campaign

“Clients don’t want to 
spend money for zero 
percent growth”

LEO BuRNETT

Consumers are now fed up of 
messages being bombarded on 
them. They are only receptive to 
communication which they truly 
find genuine. And more impor-
tantly, it is no longer enough to 
just channel your advertising 
through traditional advertising 
mediums. How then does one 
ensure that a marketing cam-
paign irrespective of the medi-
um is well received?
I think there are a couple of things 
that come together to ensure that 
a campaign is not just a campaign 
but an integrated approach 
through which consumer percep-
tion can be turned into actual sales 
for brands. To start with, the cam-
paign –ATL or BTL or a mixture of 
both – has to be consistent. When I 
say consistent, I mean that the 
communication needs to reflect the 
value of the brand. t’s very much 
like we will take a recommendation 
for a night club from a youngster, 
but we’ll suspect it if it’s coming 
from somebody who is over 60. 
Similarly, brands have distinctive 
values and represent something 
unique. Having said that, it makes 
perfect sense for Parle to sponsor 
the Navratri festival. Because the 
tradition of the festival is somehow 

consistent with teh legacy of brand 
Parle. Imagine a car manufacturer 
doing the same. It’ll never work 
out. Second, consumers need to 
feel that there is an element of 
meaningfulness in a campaign. If 
that is missing, then the campaign 
will enter the league of the most 
unsuccessful campaigns which 
have always told one sided stories. 
Brands or their agencies need to 
ask themselves – Has the purpose 
and proposition been expressed 
through an interesting creative 
idea? Because in today’s cluttered 
world, very often, propositions are 
similar and not the same. And 
what sets them apart and makes 
them stand out is the creative idea, 
which helps in putting the proposi-
tion across. Once you get these 
points right, you’ll have a frame-
work in place. All you need to do 
now is execute. If a brand decides 
to pursue a BTL project where peo-
ple will be participating in small 
sport tournaments, then the brand 
managers need to be sure that they 
have a clear idea of what the activi-
ty will entail. If they don’t, the BTL 
project will be a mess. And finally, 
when your campaign is great, it can 
be converted in to an integrated 
and cross media campaign. This 
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consulting firm. They told us 
there’s massive demand for mar-
keting accountability measures in 
their own companies, and they 
are getting inundated with re-
quests for formalising these 
things. Even the American Mar-
keting Association is talking 
about marketing accountability. 
So it’s a question of better articu-
lating the potential benefits and 
costs. Otherwise you don’t have a 
framework for making decisions.

Your original paper came out 
about two years ago. Any new de-
velopments?
In our new paper we’re writing an 
appendix on what are called pre-
diction markets. Companies like 
Google and Apple are creating in-
ternal prediction markets. Imagine 
there’s a market in which only peo-
ple within that company can par-
ticipate, and you have to predict 
outcomes. Based on your predic-
tions you get a reward. There is 
evidence that prediction markets 
are working well. They are reason-
ably accurate, and there are pre-
diction markets for all kinds of 
things. There is evidence that 
when you have people risking their 
own money to make an educated 
guess somehow a different aware-
ness or consciousness seems to 
operate, and the outcome seems to 
reflect some sort of a consensus 
or reality. We suggest that is one 
way for companies to actually 
come up with assessments of what 
will be potential sales outcomes.

Bottom line, marketing is ulti-
mately going to be a behavioural 
science, looking at how behav-
ioural attributes affect preferences 
of consumption, for example. 
Those kinds of things can affect 
sales and marketing. If they can 
get a handle on those behavioural 
attributes, I think marketing will 
be spectacularly successful. 

calculate the costs and benefits of 
a marketing initiative. 

When you can calculate your risk 
you can determine what your 
firm’s cash needs are going to be. 
Depending on your sales forecast, 
you can come up with how much 
working capital you need to hold 
and increase sales, and that 
changes the amount of capital you 
have to invest. If a marketer is go-
ing to lower the firm’s working 
capital, you’re effectively lowering 
a total investment up front, and 
you’ll boost returns. That’s one ef-
fect. The other is that by changing 
the different sales realisations and 
predicting different possible out-
comes you can also change the 
stock price. You benefit sharehold-
ers that way. This is something 
that marketers have acknowledged 
in the past, but there was no 
framework for putting it together.

If you were talking to a president 
of an advertising agency or per-
haps a corporate sales manager, 
where do they begin?
The first step is to foster an at-
mosphere where the culture 
changes. You can’t tell me every 
marketing cost is good, the more 
I spend, the better off I am. In-
stead, tell me where it’s good, 
and why it’s good. You don’t have 
to predict exactly but there must 
be accountability. And then you’ve 
got to develop a better matrix to 
justify your revenue forecast, per-
haps learning more about the 
competition and their strategic 
approach. Those kinds of strate-
gic issues do matter. 

And then you come up with a 
sensitivity analysis. How sensitive 
are your assumptions to share-
holder wealth? What if I’m wrong 
by 5%? What if I’m wrong by 10%? 
That’s how everybody makes deci-
sions, right? We recently met with 
the principals from Deloitte, the 

brand equity create ‘marketing as-
sets’ and lower the firm’s working 
capital, but they have provided vir-
tually no justification for this claim. 
Marketing is more important than 
marketers say it is, but not for the 
reasons they give us.
 
I’ve always been intrigued by 
your research because you’re a 
finance guy first. Marketers have 
attempted to figure out mea-
surements, but you’re approach-
ing it from a different angle. 
Well, I’m a finance guy, yes, but I 
really believe marketing is what 
drives sales, and sales determine 
cash flows. So marketing does 
matter. But saying something is 
very important is different from 
saying I’m able to make recom-
mendations for what’s good for the 
company and what’s bad for the 
company. Show me how marketing 
initiatives increase the benefits to 
shareholders, and then I can make 
an educated decision whether it’s a 
good or bad.

You have proposed some models 
for how marketers could begin 
to talk about return on invest-
ment. What are your basic 
points?
It’s not so much about return. 
When you say return on invest-
ment, you’re talking about percent-
ages, 5%, or 7%, or 10%. What 
we’re arguing is that ultimately 
marketers have to make decisions 
in the best interest of the firms’ 
owners, and the owners are the 
shareholders. There has to be a 
link that you can articulate, at 
least in principle, between sales 
and how it will affect shareholders’ 
wealth. The point I’m making is 
that no marketer can predict, with 
rare exceptions, exactly what sales 
are going to be. 
You have to recognise uncertainty. 
In the business world uncertainty 
is a fact of life. How do you deal 
with the uncertainty associated 
with sales? Tell me the most likely 
scenario, the pessimistic scenario, 
the optimistic scenario, and so on. 
That gives you a measure of risk. 
Take that into account and then 

    No marketer can predict, with 
rare exceptions, exactly what 
sales are going to be 
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willing to sell laptops at $5 apiece, 
I’ll write a contract with Dell that I 
will buy them for the rest of my life 
as long as the quality is the same. 
But that’s not good for the firm. 
There has to be a cost-benefit 
tradeoff to shareholders, and mar-
keting has not addressed that.
You have to go beyond brand equity 
and find tangible outcomes. Mar-
keters don’t have a consensus defi-
nition of customer equity and brand 
equity. If they want to argue these 
concepts are important they must 
articulate a mechanism by which 
they can add value. Otherwise it’s 
all stories. For example, marketers 
claim that customer equity and 

doing a lot of soul searching. Arti-
cles are being written about mar-
keters losing accountability and not 
thinking like businessmen and not 
making arguments that take into 
account cost and benefits to share-
holders. Customer equity, brand eq-
uity, and other marketing-invented 
metrics have great appeal to mar-
keting people, but other disciplines 
ask how do you measure those con-
structs? How do we really know 
they are good for the firm’s owners? 
I can give you one quick example 
with a widely used marketing met-
ric: customer satisfaction. You can 
increase customer satisfaction if 
you sell things below cost. If Dell is 

Your original paper created a the-
oretical framework for showing 
the value of marketing, but it re-
jected some of the traditional 
marketing concepts for measure-
ment. Why is it important to find 
some other basis for valuing mar-
keting efforts?
We don’t reject brand equity and 
customer equity and so on. We just 
say you must define more carefully 
what those terms mean, and articu-
late them in a way that even people 
outside of marketing can under-
stand. The problem, however, is 
that there is little consensus even 
among marketers as to what is 
meant by brand equity and custom-
er equity. So when markets dis-
agree among themselves as to what 
these terms mean, why should any-
one else feel more comfortable with 
these concepts? 

Right now the marketing field is 

    I’m a finance guy, yes, but I really 
believe marketing is what drives sales, 
and sales determine cash flows

Dr. Ramesh Rao, Professor of 
Finance, McCombs School of 
Business at the University of 
Texas, strongly believes that 
customer and brand equity need 
concrete measurements, not 
assumptions of value

“Marketers 
don’t have a 
consensus 
definition of 
brand equity”
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